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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in 1947, has

been included in a continuing program of research to validate the

tests against success in many different occupations. The GATE

consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes; General Learning

Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form

Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger

Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard

scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,

and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in

terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant

aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.

Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in

predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental

sample. The GATE norms described are appropriate only for jobs with

content similar to that shown in the job description presented in

this report. A description of the validation sample is included.
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STANDARDIZATION OF TEE GENERAL APTiluDE TEST BATTERY
FOR

STOCKING INSPECTOR 1 6-14.235

B-308 °r S-65

The Gcneral Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A, was administered to 57 women
employed as Stocking Inspectors I 6-14.235 at the Berkshire Knitting Mills,
Reading, Pennsylvania. The criterion consisted of data obtained on a timed
work sample. Onthe basis of mean scores, standard deviations, correlations
with tale criterion, jdb analysis data and their combined selective effioiency,
Aptitudes Q . Clerical Perception, K . Motor Coordination and U - Manual
Dexterity were selected for inclusion in the test norms.

GA.TB Norms for Stookin Inspeotor I 6-14.235 - B-308 or S-65
Table I shows, for B-1001 and B-1002, the minimum acceptable score for eaoh
aptitude included in the test norms for Stocking Inspector I 6-14.235.

TABLE I

Miniimna Acceptable Scores on B-1001 and B-1002 for B-308 or S-65

B-1001 B-1002

Aptitude Tests Minimum Acceptable
.

Aptitude Score Aptitude Tests
Mi114Thurn Acceptable
Apbitude Soore

CB-1-B 90 Q Part 1

T CB-1-G 85 K Part 8
CB-1-K

M CB-1-M 90 M Part 9 85
CB-1-N Part 10

Effectiveness of Norms

The data in Table IV indicate that 10 of the 19 poor workers, or 53 peroent ofthem did not aohieve the minimum scores established as cutting soores on the
rem:amended test norms. This shows that 53 peroent of the poor workers would
not have been hired if the recommended test norms bad been used in the selection
process. Moreover, 31 of the 40 workers who made qualifying test scores, or 78
pereent, were good workers.
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TECHNICAL REPORT

I.:. Problem

This study was conducted to determine the best coMbination of aptitudes and
minimum scores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for the
occupation of Stocking Inspector I 6-14.235.

Sample

Sixty women employed as Stocking Inspectors I 6-14.235 at the Berkshire Knitting
Mills, Reading, Pennsylvania, were tested mith the General Aptitude Test Battery,
B-1002A on July 27, 28 and 29, 1951. There are approximately 185 women employed
by the company on this job. Bemuse aptitude test battery B-105 had been used to
select Stocking Inspeotors for this compary, all of those women who had been
tested with B-105 were excladed from the sample. Some women-who work as re-
examiners or collectors were also excluded, In addition, some women were excluded, ;
because of age. The potential sample, therefore, included 76 women and 60 of
these women were selected at random to be tested. After testing, three women
mere eliminated.fram the sample, one because her productionamerage appeared to
be atypical and two beoause theywere not available at the time the criterion data
were collected.,

A new worker watohes an experienced Inspector for several hours and thsn is turned
over to a re-examiner who explains the job, including defeots to watch for, and
demonstrates the machine. The trainee then starts murkings and all of her work is
re.examined until she is fully trained in the work. The training requires approxi-
mately 15 weeks.

There are no age or experience requirements, but the company prefers girls mith
at least a 10th grade education. Applicants who qualify on aptitude test battery
B-105 and are referred by the Employment Service are sdbsequently interviewed at
the plant. All employees must pass a routine physical examination including an
eye examtriation.

Table II shows the means, standard deviations, ranges. Pearson:product-moment
correlations with the criterion, and the standard errors of correlation for age,
education and experience.

TABLE II

Means (M), Standard Deviations (o), Ranges, Pearson Product-Moment
Correlations mi.th the Criterion (r), and the Standard

Errors of Correlation (cis) for Age, Education and Experience

Stocking Inspector I 6-14.236

N= 57,

Range r
-----,

0 i

Age (years)
Education (years)
Experience (months)

33.6
9.5

114.9

7.0
147
66.9

22 - 44
6 ... 12

65=317

-.312*
-.224
-.098

120
.126
.131

*Significant at the_ 05 level



There are no significant correlations between education or experience and the
oriterion. There is a significant negative correlation between age and the
criterion. However, this is not unexpected since the criterion involved a
speed operation requiring perception and dexterity and it is likely that
younger people would be more proficient at an operation involving speed.

Job Desoription

Job Title: Stocking Inspector I 6-14.235

Jbb Summa7: Examines undyed knitted hosiery for defects due to handling andimperfection in the knitting and seaming.procoss. Separates defective hosiery to-be returned to proper department for repair.

Work Perform-a

Examines hosiery for defeats: Opens welt of stooking and pulls stocking, smn
up, over revolvdble examining form; examines hose for drops or large pullers while
revolvirg form IT hand (examines for these defects before expanding form to save
stocking frmn further imperfectiom); expands form with foot treadle to stretdh
stocking to test for weak threads and to expose defeots; carefully examines
stooking for defeots due to handling and imperfections in the knitting and
seaming process; turns form by hand so that all parts of the stocking sime readily
examined while the form is expanded, marks eaoh defect with a colored soap crayon
so that defect will be apparent to the repairer.

RAMOVes stocking from forms Removes stocking from fora by pushing toe end of
stocking with.forefinger of left hand through opening in form; pulls toe end of
stocking with right hand mhich turns stocking to right side as it is pulled from
examiuing form.

Segregates perfect from imperfect hose: Places perfeot hose in cotton bag
attached to work: bendh, at same time puShes lever to regieter number of perfect
stodkings examined. Places defective hosiery in the proper section of a divided
'rack on work tdble so that stocking is returned to proper department for repair
(re:6k sections are separated by natal partitione and labelled "kmitter defects, of
!snags-pullers," "bad !earners," etc.).

Ilr..1sp.2212e2pAt1.22ntsr

'All of the tests of the GATS, B-1002A, mere administered to the sample group.

Criterion

Two types of criterion data were collected for this sanple. The first.consisted
of on.the-joh production averages and the second consisted of.a timed work sample.

The production records of actual job performance were averaged for the 12-week
.period prior to testing. These results when correlated with the aptitude scores
yielded no significant correlations. Various trial batteries mere set up but no
cothination of aptitudes and cutting scores showed a signifieant relationship to
'the criterion. Because of this, the production records were increased to include
26 =eta. The results obtained were no better than with only 12 weeks' production
records. 4
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The ob performance production records are calculated by the oompany ol7tnim
the average hourly preduotion for each week tn the period,. Each girls Tirrk ia
oounted by the actual Dumber of stockings examined. Work that is rel--trned to
her for not having been correctly examined is re-examined by the girl, but DT:
credit is given for the number examined the second time. The supervisor indicated
that the work is not re-examined in a unifore. -,ner. For example, a girl mho ig
generally believed to be a good worker may !ion() of her work re-examined for .7

errors, while a girl mho is thought to be poorer workerp.or, who spent tco much
time talking to other girls, might have a very high percent of her work re-examimed,
It was believed that as a result of these procedures the job performance produotior,
.records were not sufficiently comparable to serve as a suitable criterion for tee,
validation. Therefore, a timed work sample vas obtained for each TforkeT in the
experimental sample,

For the timed work sample the girls worked at their own machines and /ffere supplief-2.
with sufficient work. They-worked one hour and the actual number of stookings
examined was recorded. An of the work of all of the girls was re-examined by
the company r.nd an error percentage was reoorded. The net number of hose examine&
in the hour was used as the final criterion score--that is, the actual number
of stockings examined minus the nadber of stockings which mere rejected on the
re-inspection. The net number of hose examined ranged from 257 to 491 7ith a
mean of 351.6 and a standard deviation of 55.0.

The tined work sample was coneidered to be the best criterion avails:ll since each
girl Lad. an equal opportunity to perforn, there were no interruptions.t, and the erlr.
tire production of eadh -woman for the one hour period VAS re-examined for errorso

Table III shows the means, standard deviations, Pearson produot-moment corre-
lations with the criterion, and the standard errors of correlation for the apti-
tudes of the GATE.

The means and standard deviations of the aptitudes are comparable to genera/
population norms with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 20.

_ -
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TABLE III

Weans (M), Standard Deviations (0), Pearson Product-Moment
Correlations 161% the Criterion (r), and the Standard Errors of Corre-

lation (ar) for the Aptitudes of the GATH

Stocking Inspeotor I 6-14.235

N = 67

Aptit-Ides M r orr

G-Intelligence 85.9 12.6 .077 .132
V.:Ierbol Aptitude 90.2 12.4 .191 .128
11-Wilmerical Aptitude 86.6 14.4 -.068 .132
S-Spatial Aptitude 85.4 15.6 .107 .131
P-Form Farception 95.2 17.6 .103 .131
Q.Zlerical Perception 101.2 13.0 .302* .120
Kalotor Coordination 107.8 14.1 .140 .130
F-FingerDaxterit3r 101.1 18.6 .006 .132
ME-Mammal Dextertty 107.1 18.7 .136 .130

* Significant at the .06 level.

The statistical results were interpreted in the light of the job analysis data.
The job analysis indloated that the following aptitudes measured by the GATB
appear to be important for this occupation:

Form Perce tion (P) - to perceive portinent detail while exp./griming
stoaringBTor defects such as drops, pullers, snags, knitting and seaming
defects.

Motor Coordination (K) - to coordinate eyes and hands in the pulling of
stociIEres.overrmrevolving form and examining stockings at the same
time.

Finzer Dexterity (F) and Manual Dexterity (M) - to handle stockings,
skillfully pull stool:lugs over form, revolve form with both hands and pul
stockings off the form.

The highest mean soores in decreasing order of magnitude were obtained for
Aptitudes K, It, Q and F, respectively. All of the aptitudes have standard
deviations of less than 20. The smallest standard deviations were obtained for
Aptitudes G, V and Q.

Wben Eh= 57, correlations of .340 and .261 are significant at the .01 level
end the .05 level, respectively. Aptitude Q correlates significantly with the
criterion at the .05 level of confidence.

Aptitudes P, Q, K and M ware considered for inclusion in the test norms on the
basis of the qualitative and quantitative factors cited above. AptitudesP, K
and If appear to be important in terms of job analysis data. In addition, Apti .
tudesKandMhave the highest mean scores for the sample. Tetradheric corre.
lations with the criterion were computed for several sets of trial norms con
slating of various conibinatIons of Aptitudes P, K and M and appropriate cutting
scores. However, these trial norms dileot yield significant results.
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' r-Althatigh Aptittide Sults not readily apparent in the job analymis, it dtd show a
significant oorrelation vith the criterion at the 06 level, a relatively high
mean score and a low ateodard deviation. Since there was no statistical evidenCe
to warrant the inoltleiels of Aptitude P, and beoause both ApiAtude P and Aptitude Q
are measures of vislaal perception, norms which include Aptitudes Q, k and M were
tried and signifioaft restate were obtained.

Although there waS some qualitative evideri ,_porting the inclusion of Aptitude f
F in the norms, there did not appear to be ..ay statistioal basis to warrant
further oonsideration of this aptitude.

The cutting score for Aptitude Q was set at one standard deviation unit below the
mean and rounded to the noareat five-point score. level. For Aptitudes K and M
the cutting scores Vert, set at ous standard deviation unit below the mean scores
and rounded to the lower adjacent five-point stsore levels. Setting cutting
soores at these 107eie yielded the best:selective efficiency for the norms and
resulted in oritioal eooras Or 90, 90 and 85 for Aptitudes Q, K and Mc respectively.

VII. Conourrent

For the purpose of computing the tetraohorio correlation between the test norms
and the criterion tuld epplYing the Chi Square test, the oriterion was dichotomized
with a critical score of 316 (stockings examined per bour), which plaoed one-third
of the sample into the low oriterion group. Those womenwho examined 316 stockings
or more in the timed worx hour were plaoed in the high criterion group; all others
were placed in the leeroriterion grew.

Table IV shows the relationship between test norms consiating of Aptitades Q. K
ard U with critical 'scores or 93, 93 and 65, respectively and the criterion for
Stocking Inspeotor I 6_14.236. Workers in the high oriterion group have been
designated as "good liorkeraw and those in the law criterion group as "poor
workere.a.

TABLE IV

Relation p betweell Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes
Cal K and U with '411.tioal Scores of 93, 90 and 86, Respeotively and the

Criterion for Stooking Inspector I 4-14.235

N=57

NonAualifying Qualifying
Test Scores T st So

Total

'Workers 7 31

l'oor Workars 10 9

Total 17 40
'''...--....---....

= .56 12 = 5.543rtet
artet = .25 p/i .C.- .01

38

19

67
1

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationshii between the test
norms and the criterionfor this sample._
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yin. Conolusions

On the basis of mean mores, standard deviations, correlation with the criterion,
job analysis data and their combined seleotive efficiency, Aptitudes Q, S, and
lid with Attila= scores of 90, 90, and 85, respeotively are rem:amended as B-1002
norms for the ocoupation of Stocking Inspector I 8-14455. The equivalent B.1001
norms consist of Q-90, T-85 and 11.-90.

,-:-


